
 

ALL RACERS MUST READ     -    REQUIRED RACE INFO 
 

THIS IS A RACE…WITH TWO GUIDING PRINCIPLES: 
1. HAVE FUN! 
2. RIDE SAFE! 

 
SAFETY 

-  TO AVOID COLLISIONS, please stay on the correct side of divided cones on road (with flow 
of traffic). 

-  WHEN PASSING IN TIGHT, TECHNICAL, OR GRAVELLY SECTIONS, use good judgment. DO 
NOT endanger yourself or other riders. 

 
COURSE ETIQUETTE 

-  Slower riders please stay to the RIGHT of the course. 
-  If you need to walk a section of the course, quickly look behind you, and if safe, 

immediately move to the right side of the course. 
-  WHERE SAFE, yield to faster riders coming from behind.  
-  Faster riders announce yourselves. “RIDER RIGHT, RIDER LEFT, etc.” 
-  Cursing at or insulting other riders (in any class) WILL result in disciplinary action by the 

Race Director, and possibly permanent removal from the series.  
 
FINISH LINE INSTRUCTIONS 

-  Finish results are based on your finish order. Time starts when your race class starts, NOT 
when you cross the start line. 

-  The RACE FINISH LINE is at the FINISH ARCH. 
-  After crossing the FINISH LINE you MUST go through the FINISH CHUTE. No passing after 

the finish line. Slow down and keep your position in the finish chute. 
-  DO NOT enter the FINISH CHUTE if you are not finishing all of your laps (DNF). 

Exit the course before chute and inform TIMING OFFICIAL of your (DNF) 
-  You MUST pass the scoring table to ensure you are properly scored. 
-  DO NOT TALK TO THE TIMING FOLKS.  The scoring folks are trying to capture race numbers 

at a crazy pace.  INSTEAD If you have questions, any other OTH Staff will be happy to help.  
 

RESULTS INFORMATION 
-  Results are posted LIVE, both onsite and online. There are self-serve kiosks where you can 

enter your RACE NUMBER and see your results. Online results can be found at 
http://raceoc.com  

-  If you see any discrepancies, see a TIMING OFFICIAL immediately to get it corrected.   
-  On Wednesday, there are typically some minor changes. (i.e. Racers marked in the wrong 

class, DNF racers given a finishing position, incorrect start times, etc.)  
If you see a problem with the results, please fill out a CORRECTION REQUEST. 
Contact us using the CONTACT US web form at http://raceoc.com 

-  DEADLINE for CORRECTION REQUESTS is 6:00 PM ON WEDNESDAY following the race. 
RACE RESULTS are then updated, finalized, and SERIES STANDINGS posted online. 
 

This is a race, but SAFETY and FUN are the #1 priorities!  
 


